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:  Choose the correct answer 
 

1. Have you heard the good news ? We've -------------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 

    ( see red      -     feel a bit blue    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

 

2. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught --------------------------------- .  
 

    ( see red      -     feel a bit blue    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

3. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------.  
 

    ( see red      -     feel a bit blue    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

4. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------.  
 

    ( see red      -     feel a bit blue    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

5. It's normal to ----------------------------- from time to time .  
 

    ( anger      -     feel a bit blue    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

6. When you ------------------------------ , your blood pressure is raised.  

    ( see red      -     sadness    -     the green light     -      red-handed        -     out of the blue     -     a white elephant ) 
 

7. Have you heard the good news ? We've got the --------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 

   (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

 

8. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught --------------------------------- .  
 

   (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

9. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------.  
 

   (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

10. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------.  
 

   (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

11. It's normal to ----------------------------- from time to time .  
 

   (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

12. When you ------------------------------ , your blood pressure is raised.  

    (  become angry    -   become sad   -   permission    -   unexpectedly    -  a useless possession    -   in the act of doing something wrong ) 
 

13. I'm too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I'll --------------------------- at the last moment. 
 

( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 
 

14. If you've got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to --------------------------- .  
 

( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 
 

15. I don't think I would be a very good accountant. I don't really ----------------------------.  
 

( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 
 

16. -------------------------------! I'm sure everything will be fine in the end.  
 

( Get it off your chest   -  Get cold feet   -   Play it by ear   -  Keep your chin up   -  Have a head for figures   - Put my back into it  ) 
 

17. I'm not sure if it'll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We'll have to -------------------------------------.  
 

( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 
 

18. Even if things have been difficult for you, always ------------------------, everything will be normal soon.  
( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 

 

19. Studying English is too difficult. I will ---------------------------- to get top grades.  
( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 

 

                   . his confidence at the last minute loseMajed is too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think he will . 20 
     

. Choose the correct body idiom to replace the underlined phrase     
( get it off your chest   -  get cold feet   -   play it by ear   -  keep your chin up   -  have a head for figures   - put my back into it  ) 

 
 

 

21. Brilliant students always ----------------------------- their teachers' attention with their remarkable answers.  
 

      ( attend   -  catch  -     take    -    spend  -   get  )  

 

22. Fatima plans to ------------------------------ several courses on prosthetic with specialized people.  
      ( attend   -  catch  -     take    -    spend  -   get  )  

 

23. Choose the appropriate collocation to replace the underlined misused verb : 
                                                                                    .  time learning foreign languages attendI like to     

      ( attend   -  catch  -     take    -    spend  -   get  )  

 
 



 
24.  If you want to lose weight, you should ----------------------------------------- everyday.  
      ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )   

 

25.  The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done everything yet. You really must --------------------------- .  
       ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )         

 

26.  If you send money to charity, you will ------------------------------------ to a lot of lives.  
      ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )     

 

27.  You look tired. Why don't you -------------------------------------------- ?  
     ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )   

 

28. I need to organize my time better. I think I'll ------------------------------------------.  
     ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )   

 

29. Taha's organized participation in the seminar ------------------------------------- and activates everyone there.      

    ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )   
 

.                                                                 to a lot of lives do exercisea charity, you will If you send money to . 30 
    Replace the underlined misused collocation in the following sentence with the correct one :  
    ( do exercise   -  do a subject  -  take a break  -  make a start  -  make a difference  -  draw up a timetable )   

 

31.  If you want to lose weight, you should ----------------------------------------- everyday.  
        ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )     

 

32.  The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done everything yet. You really must --------------------------- .  
           ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   

 

33.  If you send money to charity, you will ------------------------------------ to a lot of lives.  
           ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   

 

34.  You look tired. Why don't you -------------------------------------------- ?  
    ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   

 

35. I need to organize my time better. I think I'll ------------------------------------------.  
    ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   

 

36. Taha's organized participation in the seminar ------------------------------------- and activates everyone there.      

    ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   
 

.                                                                 to a lot of lives do exerciseou send money to a charity, you will If y .37 
    Replace the underlined misused collocation in the following sentence with the correct word or phrase :  
    ( keep fit   -  study  -  relax  -  begin  -  change something  -  write a schedule )   

 

38. Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to -------------------. 
    ( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk )   

 

39. If you are polite, you won’t ----------------------------or upset anybody. 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

40. Before the serious discussion starts, we always  ------------------------- ; it’s often about the weather! 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

41. Nasser has applied to ---------------------- the-------------------------- where his father works. 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

42. In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to------------------------------. 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

43. After the talk, there will be a chance for you to-------------------------------- about anything you don’t understand. 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

44. By working hard, you will------------------------ the ----------------------------of your boss. 
( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

-------------------------------. shake handsBe very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to . 45 
   Replace the underlined misused collocation with the correct one.  

 

 ( make a mistake   -  ask questions  -  shake hands  -  earn / respect  -  join /company  -  cause offense – make small talk ) 

 

46 . Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story -------------------------------------- ?  
       ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

47.  I’m sorry I’m late. I didn’t ---------------------------- early enough.  
       ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

 



 
48.  When I graduate from university, I would like to buy a house and ----------------------------.  
       ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

49.  If you’re free at the weekend, let’s ------------------------- and go shopping together.  
       ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

50.  I’ve never visited that museum. I’d like to go in and --------------------------- .  
         ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

51.  I’ve got a lot of homework, so I think I should ----------------------------  right now! 
       ( wake up    –     take place     –   settle down    –    look around   –   meet up   –   get started ) 

 

52.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “give your ideas to others” is -------------------------------.  
       ( create a website   –   compare ideas   –   share ideas   –   contribute to a website  –  talk to people   –  send photos ) 

 

53.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ make a new website ” is -------------------------------.  
       ( create a website   –   compare ideas   –   share ideas   –   contribute to a website  –  talk to people   –  send photos ) 

 

54.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ make a new website ” is -------------------------------.  
       ( create a website   –   compare ideas   –   share ideas   –   contribute to a website  –  talk to people   –  send photos ) 

 

55.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ an informal discussion ” is -------------------------------.  
       ( create a website   –   compare ideas   –   share ideas   –   contribute to a website  –  talk to people   –  send photos ) 

 

56.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ post photos to someone ” is -------------------------------.  
       ( create a website   –   compare ideas   –   share ideas   –   contribute to a website  –  talk to people   –  send photos ) 

 

----- is “Therefore”The function of using we will save energy.  Therefore,Lights will go on and off automatically. . 57 
       ( consequence   –   contrast   –   addition   –   recommendation  –  conclusion   –  stress  - simile ) 

 

----- is “Despite”The function of using the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very inconvenient.  Despite. 58 
       ( consequence   –   opposition   –   continuation   –   recommendation  –  conclusion   –  stress - simile ) 

 

----- is “However”The function of using their computers sometimes fail .  However,Driverless cars  automatically avoid crashes. . 59 
       ( consequence   –   opposition   –   continuation   –   recommendation  –  conclusion   –  stress  -   simile ) 

 

60. Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of using ( as ….. as ) is ---------------- 

       ( consequence   –   opposition   –   continuation   –   recommendation  –  conclusion   –  stress   - simile ) 
 

  --------- The function isthe "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy.  Although. 61 
       ( consequence   –   contrast   –   addition   –   recommendation  –  conclusion   –  stress  - simile ) 

 

.  --------------------------- which is used in the sentence is rhetorical deviceThe  will be at your fingers.  The world . 62 

            ( personification  –   onomatopoeia   –   metaphor   ) 
 

63. Do you mind telling me why the train is late ? The function of the indirect question in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a. To ask questions in a polite, formal way                        c. To express wishes about the present 
      b. To express regrets about the past                                 d. To make comparison 

 

---------------------- The function of using “wish”  in this sentence is .more work for my exam had donewish I  I .64 

     a. To ask questions in a polite, formal way                        c. To express wishes about the present 
      b. To express regrets about the past                                 d. To make comparison 

 

65. I wish I knew the answer.   The function of using “wish”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a. To ask questions in a polite, formal way                        c. To express wishes about the present 
      b. To express regrets about the past                                 d. To make comparison 
      

66. I play tennis everyday.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 
  

67. The Earth circles the sun.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 
      

68. The Earth circles the sun.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 

 

69. The train leaves tonight at 6 pm.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 

 

70. We are used to the traffic.    The function of using “be used to ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To describe past habits                                                                   c. To describe things that are familiar or customary.   
      b. To express spontaneous decision                                                 d. To emphasize certain pieces of information .     

 



 
71. The Middle East is famous for the --------------------------- of olive oil.                            (produce  - productive - production)  

 

 

72. Ibn Sina wrote ------------------------- textbooks.                                                                  (medicine  -  medical  -  medically)  
 

 

73. Fatima al-Fihri was born in the ---------------------- century.                                               (nine – ninth )  
 
 

74. My father bought our house with an ---------------------------- from his grandfather.           (inherit – inherited - inheritance)  
 
 

75. Scholars have discovered an ------------------- ------- document from the twelfth century. (origin – original – originally )  
 

 

76. Do you think the wheel was the most important ------------------------------- ever?             (invention – invented - invent )  
 

 

77. Al-Kindi made many important mathematical ------------------------------.                         (discover – discoveries – discoverer )  
 

 

78. Who was the most -------------------------- writer of the twentieth century?                       (influence – influent – influential )   
 

 

79. The Giralda Tower was  ----------------------- a minaret.                                                           ( origin – original – originally  )  
 

 

80. The ----------------------of oil made some countries rich.                                                         (discover – discovery – discoverer )        
 

 

81. Sheep’s wool, and goat and camel hair are used by Bedouin tribes to ---------- ---- rugs. (produce – production - productive)  
 
 

82. There is a particular Bedouin style of -------------------------- .                                            (weave – weaver - weaving) 
 

83. There is a particular Bedouin style of weaving that buyers find very --------------- .         (attraction – attractive – attract ).  
 

 

84. Many instruments that are still today in ------------ were designed by Arab scholars. (operational   / operate    / operations) 
 

 

85. When do you -------------------------- to receive your test results?     -         (expect           / expectedly        / expectancy) 
 

86. One of the most important things that we give children is a good ---------.( educate  -  education  -  educational  -  educationally  ) 
 

87. If you work hard, I'm sure you will ------------------------- .               ( success  -  succeed  -  successful  -  successfully ) 
 

88. My father works for an ----------- that helps to protect the environment.      ( organize  -  organization  -  organised ) 
 

89. We should always be ready to listen to good -------------------                       (advise  -  advice  -  advisable)               
 

90. Nuts contain useful ------------------------ such as oils and fats.                    (nutritious  -  nutrition  -  nutrients )    
 

 

91. In hot weather our bodies are in danger of --------------------------.              ( dehydrate  -  dehydration - dehydrated )  
 

 

92. Don't talk to the driver. He must -----------------------.                                ( concentration  -  concentrate – concentrated  )  
 

93. How quickly does blood ------------------------- round the body  ?              ( circulation  -  circulate - circulated )   
 

 

94.  Children often ------------------------ computers better than their parents.                                        

        ( used    -     are using     -      use     -     uses  )   
 

95. She --------------------------- tennis everyday. 
d- don't play                c. isn't play    b- doesn't play          a. aren’t play  

96. Every twelve months, the Earth ---------------------- around the sun. 
    a- circle                                 b- circled                                   c- circles                                                 d- has circled 
96. The train ------------------- tonight at 6.00 pm. 
     a- is going to leave               b- will leave                               c- will be living                                      d- leaves  

96. He never ---------------------- his wallet.  
 a- forget                                   b- forgot                                    c- forgets                                                d- has forgotten 

97. ------------------------- Salem visit Ali everyday ? 
a- Do                                          b- Did                                        c- Is                                                        d- Does  

98. We ------------------- always listen to music.  
a- don't                                     b- doesn't                                   c- aren’t                                                 d- haven't  

99. I ----------------------- the present continuous now. 
a- study                                     b- studying                                c- am studying                                      d- have studied 

100. She comes from Ajloun. She ----------------- with her friend in Amman for a week. She will return to Ajloun in the Spring. 
a- stay                                       b- is staying                               c- stayed                                                d- will stay 

101. You are always ---------------------------- your keys.  
a- lose                                        b- lost                                        c- losing                                                 d- will lose  

102. I ----------------------- my father tomorrow.  
a- will meet                               b- meet                                      c- am meeting                                       d- will be meeting  

103. They have --------------------- the law.  
a- broke                                    b- break                                     c- breaking                                           d- broken 

104. I ------------------------- my driving test , so I can borrow his car next week. 
a- have passed                          b- passed                                   c- have been passing                            d- will pass 

105. She ----------------------- lunch today.  
a- had                                        b- has                                        c- has had                                             d- will have 
106. We ----------------------- Sami this week.  
a- saw                                        b- have seen                              c- had seen                                           d- see 

107. She ---------------------- for two hours.  
a- has talked                                   b- talked                                           c- will talk                                                    d- has been talking 

108. The police ------------------------ people all week. 
a- interviewed                                 b- have been interviewing              c- will interview                                          d- have interviewed 

109. I ------------------------ a movie yesterday. 
a- saw                                        b- have seen                              c- see                                                    d- have been seen 

110. I always ----------------------- every morning when I was a student. 
a- exercise                                 b- exercised                               c- exercising                                        d- was exercising 

 



 
111. I --------------------- French when I was a child.  
a- was studying                         b- study                                    c- have studied                                     d- studied 

112. I --------------------------- TV when she called 

a- was watching                        b- watched                               c- were watching                                  d- have watched 

113. While she ----------------------------- a letter the phone rang. 

a- wrote                                     b- has written                          c- had written                                       d- was writing 

114. I ------------------------- TV yesterday in the evening.  

a- was watching                        b- watched                               c- were watching                                  d- have watched 

115. By the time Alex ---------------------- his studies, he had been in London for over eight years.  

a- finishing                                b- has finished                         c- was finishing                                     d- finished 

116. By 1860, two men --------------------------- climbing two mountains.  

a- will have finished                  b- has finished                        c- had finished                                      d- finished 

117. By the time the bus arrived, we ----------------------------- for an hour.  

a- had waited                             b- had been waiting               c- will have waited                                d- waited 

118. After Ali ------------------------ at home for 10 hours, he went to his uncle's house. 

a- had been being                      b- has been                              c- was                                                    d- had been 

119. The year 2019 -------------------------- a very interesting year. 

a- will                                          b- has been                             c- had been                                           d- will be 

120. A: the phone is ringing.      B: I ---------------------- answer it .  

a- will                                          b- will be                                c- answer                                               d- answered 
121. She ------------------- probably come back tomorrow.  

a- is                                             b- will be                                 c- has                                                    d- will 

122. I think Brazil ------------------------  the World Cup.  

a- have won                                b- won                                     c- is going to win                                 d- will win 

123. He ---------------------------- his vacation in Aqaba. 

a- will spend                               b- is going to spend                c- had spent                                        d- spending 

124. The clouds are dark. It -------------------------- any minute.  

a- rains                                        b- rained                                c- is going to rain                                d- rain 

125. Salma ----------------------------- a new baby.  

a- will                                          b- will have                            c- is going to have                                d- is going to had 

126. She said that she ------------------------ to the National gallery the week before.  

a- went                             b- will go                       c- had gone                     d- gone 

127. He said he ---------------------- a teacher. 
a- is                                  b- has been                  c- will be                          d- was 

 

128. Am introductory grammar of Jordanian sign language --------------------------- in 2004. 
a- published                     b- was published         c- had been published   d- publishing 

 

129. At the moment , a lot of research into the language ---------------------------. 
a- was done                      b- is being done           c- had been done            d- were done 

 

130. The television --------------------------- by John loggie Baird.  
a- invented                       b- was invented           c- is invented                  d- will be invented 

 

131. A place where no cars ------------------------- is a car free zone.  
a- are allowed                  b- is allowed                c- allowed                        d- was allowed 

132. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  
a- built                             b- was built                  c- has been built             d- is built 

133. Different goods among the countries can be ------------------------ by traders.  
a- transporting               b- transport                  c- transported                d- transports 

134. If you boil water, it --------------------------- .  
a- will evaportae             b- evaporate                 c- would evaporate        d- evaporates 

 

135. If Sami studies hard, he ------------------------- all his exams.  
a- pass                              b- passes                      c- will pass                       d- would pass 

 

136. If I ------------------------- you, I would send a text message .  
a- was                               b- were                        c- am                                 d- had 

 

137. I had my computer --------------------------.  
a- fix                                b- fixes                         c- fixing                            d- fixed 

138. I intend ---------------------- English language.  
a- learn                            b- learns                      c- to learn                         d- learning 

139. I want --------------------- a tablet.  
a- to get                           b- getting                     c- will get                          d- get 

140. I can't afford ------------------------ a computer at the moment.  
a- to buy                          b- buying                    c- must buy                       d- going to buy 

141. If Ali --------------- his own computer, he wouldn't need to use his friend's computer.  
a- has                               b- have                        c- had had                         d- had 

142. Many Jordanian poems ------------------------ into English now.  
a- translates                    b- are translating       c- are being translated     d- have been translated 

143. Are you planning --------------------- shopping tomorrow ? 
a- to go                            b- going                       c- will go                            d- goes 

 

144. I ----------------------------- understand English, but now I do .                                                        
a- used to                         b- am used to             c- didn't use to                   d- am not used to 

 

145. My grandparents didn't ------------------------------emails when they were my age.    
a- used to send                b- use to send             c- used to send                   d- use to sending 

 



 
146. We always go to the market across the street, so we ------------------- fresh vegetables.   
a- are used to                 b- are use to                c- used to                           d- use to 

 
 

147. Will it still ----------------------- this evening ? 

a- rain                             b- raining                   c- have rained                   d- be raining 
 

148. Don't phone me at seven. I ----------------------- dinner with my family.  
a- will have                     b- will be having       c- am going to have           d- will have had 

 
 

149. This time next month, my parents ---------------------- for twenty years. 
a- will marry                       b- will have married      c- are going to marry             d- marry 

 

150. You can borrow this book tomorrow. I ------------------------ it by then .   
a- will have finished           b- will be finishing          c- will finish                           d- am going to finish 

 
 

151. Perhaps Issa's phone is broken.   Issa's phone might -------------------------.           
a- broke                         b- be broke                c- break                             d- be broken 

 

152. ----------------- the "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy. 
a- Therefore                       b- However                     c- Although                            d- In addition 

 

153. On the one hand, life would be easier. ---------------------------, we will have less privacy and security. 
a- Therefore                       b- However                    c- Although                             d- On the other hand 

 

154. Lights will go on and off automatically. ----------------------------------, we will save energy. 
a- Therefore                       b- However                    c- Although                             d- On the other hand 

 

155. I told you about the man ----------------------- lives next door. 
a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 

 

156. Do you see the tiger ----------------------- is lying on the roof ? 
a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 

 

157. The city --------------------- we met Ali is very beautiful.  
a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 

 

158. I live in the city --------------------- is surrounded by many mountains .  
a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 

 

159. I know the minister --------------------- brother is my friend .  
a- who                            b- which                       c- where                         d- whose 

 

160. I can't run as ---------------------------as  you . 
d- the fastest      c. faster than    b- fast       a. faster  

161. I haven't got as much homework ------------------- my brother. 
a- so                                     b- than                      c- as                                           d- like 

162. Do you think Geography is more interesting than History, or --------------------- interesting ? 
 a- little                                b- much                    c- most                                      d- less 

163. I don't like running as --------------------- as I like swimming. 
 a- many                              b- more                     c- often                                      d- much 

164. We practice our English as --------------------- as possible . 
a- many                               b- more                     c- often                                      d- much 

165. My sister doesn't eat as much as I do . She always puts ---------------- on her plate than I do.  
a- more                                b- less                        c- much                                    d- many 

166. I didn't enjoy the book. In fact it was the ------------------ interesting story I've ever read . 

a- less                                   b- more                     c- least                                      d- most 

167. The bus is late. We have to wait a little ------------------------.   
a- earlier                              b- faster                    c- longer                                   d- better 

168. The ------------------------ thing on the menu is orange juice. 

a- less cheap                        b- least cheap           c- cheapest                                d- expensive 

169. There isn't as -------------------- information on the website than in the book. 
a- many                               b- more                      c- much                                    d- few  

170. Do you mind ------------------------- why the train is late ? 
a- explain                            b- explains                 c- explaining                            d- explained 

171. Do you know ------------------------- I've passed my exams or not ?   
a- if                                       b- whether              c- where                                     d- when 
172. Do you mind telling me ----------------------- the library is ? 

a- if                                       b- whether              c- where                                     d- when 
173. Could you explain ----------------------- I can solve this Maths problem ? 

a-  if                                      b- whether              c- how                                        d- why 
174. Do you know ------------------------- we will know our results ? 
a- when                                     b- where                       c- if                                                 d- who 
175. Could you possibly tell me --------------------- the Arabic teacher is ? 
a- when                                     b- where                       c- if                                                  d- who 
176. Children are -----------------------to be afraid of ghoasts. 

a- say                                    b- says                       c- saying                                    d- said 
177. When Omar gave a speech, the class looked at ------------------- in admiration.                        

a- he                                      b- his                         c- him                                        d- them 

178. Did you leave Fatima out ? Remember, -------------------- is invited .  

a- he                                      b- her                        c- she                                         d- them 



 
179. If I were you, I --------------------- study harder 

a- will                                    b- would have          c- would be                               d- would 

180. Jordanian sign language is the sign language that -----------------------  in Jordan.       
a- used                                  b- is used                    c- use                                       d- using 

 

181. Ali did not pass his exams. If only he --------------- harder last year.    

a- studied                             b- studies                   c- has studied                          d- had studied 

182. It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it --------------------- cooler.       
a- were                                 b- was                         c- had been                              d- has been 

 

183. I feel ill. I wish I ----------------------- so many sweets!       

a- had eaten                         b- hadn't eaten          c- ate                                         d- didn't eat 
 

184. Ziad is not very good at basketball.     He wishes he ------------------------------ taller! 
a- is                                       b- was                         c- were                                      d- weren't 

185. I can’t do this exercise.   I wish I ----------------------------------------- it.  

a- understood                       b- understand           c- understanding                     d- understands 

186. Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman. If only he ------------- Chinese. 
a- speak                                b- spoke                      c- had spoken                           d- speaks 

187. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  

a- built                                  b- was built                c- has been built                      d- is built 
188. I always have to get home early. I wish my parents ------------------------ me stay out later.                  

a- let's                                   b- won't let                 c- would let                              d- will let 

1890. If only I ----------------- lost my ticket!                                                       
a- haven't                             b- didn't                      c- hadn't                                   d- weren't 

190. If you -------------to learn a new language, you need to be motivated.  
a- will want                          b- want               c- wanted                      d- would want 

 

191. Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he ------------------------ older .  
a- was                                   b- were                c- had been                    d- had 

192. My cousins don’t live near here. I wish they ----------------------- so far away. 

a- were                                 b- weren't            c- had been                    d- hadn't been 

193. Would  you like to work ----------------- a teacher in a big school? 

a- about                               b- on                     c- as                                d- into 

194. We need to decide --------------- a place to meet.                
a- into                                  b- on                     c- at                                d- about 

195. Can you translate this Arabic ----------------  English for me, please? 
a- into                                  b- on                     c- at                                d- about 

196. I’d like to talk _____ the film I’ve just seen; it was brilliant!  

a- into                                 b- on                     c- at                                d- about 
 

197. The teacher asked us ------------------ our favourite books.                                                 
a- into                                 b- on                     c- at                                d- about 

 

198 . My sister is really good ------------------  drawing and painting.  
a- on                                    b- at                     c- into                             d- about 

199. Plants die if they ----------------------------- enough sunlight.   
a- don't get                         b- didn't get         c- doesn't get                 d- aren't  

 

200. Water -------------------- to ice if the temperature falls below zero. 

a- turn                                 b- turning            c- turned                        d- turns 

201. If you get an interview for a job, you --------------to show that you have good listening skills.  
a- will need                        b- would need         c- will                           d- would 

208.   According to Kate’s schedule, she ----------- her business partner next Tuesday.   
   a.  would be met         b. will be met         c. was going to meet         d. is going to meet 

209. Nadia ------------- her homework for two hours .  
  ( have done    –     have been doing    –     has been doing    –    had been done )                   

210. While my father ------------- a book , our neighbour came to visit us .   

   ( is read – reads – was reading – is being read )             

211. I was driving to work when the engine ------------------.                        
       ( stops – were stopping – is stopped – stopped )  

 

212. My uncle ------------- working at the company for five years when he got a promotion.  
      ( is – have been – had been – will be )  

213.  I think humans ---------- to Mars in 2070 .                                  
       ( will travel – were going to travel – have travelled – had been travelled )  
214. Look at the black sky. It ----------------------- to rain.   
       (go  -  is going  -  was going - goes ) 

 

215. In thirty years' time , scientists ------------------ a cure for cancer.   
      ( found  -  find  -  will have found – were finding )   

 

216.When I was young, I ----------- on foot to my school . 
     ( are used to going – used to go – use to go – am used to going )    

 



 
217. Rashid ------------- swimming every morning , but now he doesn't.  

     ( are used to going – used to go – use to go – am used to going ) 
 

 

218. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she ---------------------- living there now.  
    ( is used to  - used to  - didn’t use to  -  am not used to )                                                                                                        

 

 

219. Ali --------- the duck in the park with his father when he was young.   
    ( is used to feeding  - used to feed  - am used to feeding -  are used to feeding )                                                                 

 

220. I had my new apartment ----------- before my birthday party.  
    ( had decorated – decorating – decorated – decorates )  
221. I had my phone ----------- after I dropped it.                             
    ( repaired  – had repaired      – repair      – repairing   )  

 

 

222. I want to get a new apartment but I can't afford -------------------- money at the moment.          
     ( borrow  -  to borrow  -  borrowing   -  borrows )          
223. My friend stopped ---------------------------------- when the teacher came.                                       

      ( talk  -  to talk  -  talks  -  talking ) 
 

 

 

224. Last night, many students ------------------- in the English club.                

   ( was elected  -  were elected  -  are elected )              
 

225. I am afraid that my laptop ------------------- by somebody else yesterday. 
   ( was used      -  are used         -  will use      )              

226. Three of my articles ---------- last month in the local newspaper.   
  ( have published – have been published – will be published – were published  )   
227. Many galloons of fresh milk -------------- everyday.            
    ( are drunk -  is drinking   -  drank – are drinking  )                          

228. If one presses the button , the picture ------------------------ .               
    ( moved  -  moves  -  would move   )          
229. I would have done things differently if I ----------- the manager of the factory.   
    ( had been  -  am  -  has been – have been ) 

  

230. The students ----------------- cleaned the street are from our school.   ( which  -  who  -  when  -  whose )        
 

231. The prize --------------------- Huda won last year was for Art .            ( when  -  where  -  which  - who )         
 

232. The person -------------------- has influenced me most is my father.    ( when  -  where  -  which  - who )         
 

233. I always go to the supermarket ---------- sells organic vegetables.      ( who    -  which   -  whose  - whom )     
 

234. Plastic is the material ---------- causes a lot of pollution.                     ( whose -  who      -  where  - which )     
 

235.  How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?   

       a. Do you know how much sleep do teenagers of our age need ? 

       a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needs ? 

       a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age need ? 

       a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ? 
 
 

236.  Is it possible to improve your memory ?               

       a. Do you know if is it possible to improve your memory ? 

       a. Do you know if it is possible to improve your memory ? 

       a. Do you know it is possible to improve your memory ? 

       a. Do you know if it possible to improve your memory ? 
 

 

                  ? y breakfastCan you suggest a health.  237 

       a. Do you mind if you can suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

       a. Do you mind if you could suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

       a. Do you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast ? 

       a. Do you mind if can you suggest a healthy breakfast ? 
 

238. Please help me to plan my revision.                       

       a. Do you mind help me to plan my revision ? 

       a. Do you mind helping me to plan my revision ? 

       a. Do you mind to help me to plan my revision ? 

       a. Do you mind please help me to plan my revision ? 
 
 

239. Does the exam start at ten or half past ten ?      

       a. Do you know whether the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

       a. Do you know whether the exam starting at ten or half past ten ? 

       a. Do you know whether the exam starts at ten or half past ten ? 

       a. Do you know whether the exam will start at ten or half past ten ? 
 

240. Speaking a foreign language, ---------------------- , improves the functionality of your brain.  
 

        ( claim    –    is claim     – is claimed    – it is claimed  )   
 

 

 

 



 
241. People believe that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills.    

    a. Language learning is believed to can also improve your decision-making skills. 
 

    b. Language learning is believe to improve your decision-making skills. 

    c. Language learning is believed to improve your decision-making skills. 

    d. Language learning is believe to improve your decision-making skills. 
 

 

 

242. People believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active.  

        a. Solving puzzles are believed to keep the brain active . 

        b. Solving puzzles is believed to keeps the brain active . 

        c. Solving puzzles is believed to keep the brain active . 

        d. Solving puzzles are believed to keeps the brain active . 
 

 

243. Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

        a. Exercise have proved to be good for concentration . 

        b. Exercise has proved to be good for concentration . 

        c. Exercise have been proved to be good for concentration . 

        d. Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration . 
 

244. Scientists proved that making exercise doesn't make people feel sad .   

        a. Making exercise is proved not to make people feel sad.  

        b. Making exercise was proved not to make people feel sad.  

        c. Making exercise are proved not to make people feel sad.  

        d. Making exercise were proved not to make people feel sad.  
 

245. People believe that eating almonds reduces the risk of heart disease .                                                                     

        a. Eating almonds are believed to reduce the risk of heart disease . 

        b. Eating almonds is believed to reduce the risk of heart disease . 

        c. Eating almonds is believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 

        d. Eating almonds are believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 
 

246. Doing regular exercise is believed to reduce the risk of several diseases.                                                             

        a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 

        a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease . 

        a. People believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease . 

        a. People have believed that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 
 

247. They assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.                                                                         

        a. It is assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  

        a. It was assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  

        a. It has been assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  

        a. It is assume that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  
 

248. People believe that the heavy rainfall caused the devastating of the dam.                                                                     

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to caused the devastating of the dam.  

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to cause the devastating of the dam.  

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the devastating of the dam.  

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to causes the devastating of the dam. 
 

249. Ali did not pass his exams. If only he ----------------------- harder last year. 

         ( study    –    studied     – had studied    – hadn’t studied  )                       

250. Our flat is very small. If only we ---------------------- in a big house.                                           

         ( live    –    had lived     – lived    – hadn’t lived  )   
 

251. Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he -------------------------- older.                                

         ( is    –    were     –    isn’t    –   weren’t  )   
252. I regret that I made an accident. I wish I ---------------------  fast. 
         ( drove    –    didn’t drive     – had driven    – hadn’t driven  )   
253. Our team didn’t play very well yesterday.      If only they -------------------------------------------------------  better. 

 

         ( played    –    play     –   had played    –   hadn’t played  )   
 

254. I regret going to bed late last night.  I wish I ----------------------------------------earlier. 
         ( went    –    had gone     – hadn’t gone    –  didn’t go  )   

 

255. Nader should have been more careful with his essay. He didn’t get a good mark.  Nader wishes he --------------more careful.  

          ( were    –    was     – had been    – hadn’t been  )   
 

256. Ziad is not very good at basketball.  He wishes he --------- taller!     

           (   is    /    were    /   was   /  are ) 
 

257. I can’t do this exercise.   I wish I --------------- it.                                  

           ( understood     / understand    /   understanding  /  understands ) 
 

258. Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman.     If only he -------------------- Chinese.   
           ( speak     /    spoke    /    had spoken   /  speaks )    

 



 
259. I didn't wake up early and I missed my bus.  I wish I ------------------------ early.                                                

              ( wake up   /    wakes up  /    had waken up   /  have waken up) 

 

260. Rami didn’t play basketball very well. He wishes he ------------ a professional player. 

      ( becomes  -  will become  -  become – had become )                                                              
 

261. I’m sorry I made you angry last night. I wish I ----------- at you.  

      ( hadn’t shouted  -  hasn’t shouted  -  am not shouting – don’t shout )                                     
 

262. There is less information on the website than in the book.  

    a. There isn’t as much information on the website as in the book. 

    b. There is as much information on the website as in the book. 

    c. There is more information on the website than in the book. 

    d. There isn’t as many information on the website as in the book. 
 

263. The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.      

    a. The least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   

    b. The most expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   

    c. The less expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   

    d. The more expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   
 

264. Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English.   

    a. English is more popular than Maths nor Science. 

    b. English is the most popular.  

    c. English is more popular than Maths and Science. 

    d. English is less popular than Maths than Science. 
 

265. Jordanian children start school a year later than English children.  

     a. English children start school a year earlier than Jordanian children.  

     b. English children don’t start school a year earlier than Jordanian children.  

     c. English children start school a year later than Jordanian children.  

     d. Jordanian children start school a year earlier than English children.  
 

266. They want to interview as ---------------- candidates as possible for the new position.   
      ( much  -  many  -  the most  -  more )                                                                                                    

 

267. I am not interested in football as ---------------------- as you.   
      ( many  -  more  -  much   -  less )                                                                                                           

            

 

 ( ailments   -  artificial  -   equipment  -   fund   -  textile ) 
 

267. My sister wants to be a fashion designer and work with ----------------------- .  

268. Before the boys go climbing, they will go to a special shop to buy all the ------------------ that they need.  

269. Old people tend to suffer from more -------------------- than younger people.  

270. My parents have saved enough money to ------------------- our university courses.  

 ( programs  -  invented  -  developed  - models  - laptop  -  tablet  - mouse  -  decade  -  generation) 
 

271. Modern computers can run a lot of ------------------ at the same time .  

272. You can move around the computer screen using a ------------------- .            

273. From 1990 CE to 2000 CE  was a --------------------- .                                     

274. A ----------------------- doesn't need a keyboard.                                               

275. The television was first --------------------- by John Logie Baird .                      

 (  smartphone -  laptop  -  model  -    program -  calculation) 
 

276. Although they are pocket-sized, ---------------------s are powerful computers as well as phones.  

277. My brother is learning how to write computer -------------------------- s.  

278. I need to make a few -----------------------s before I decide how much to spend .  

279. Mobile phones used to be huge. Early ---------------------s were as big as bricks!  

280. I can close the lid of my ------------------------- and then put it in my bag. 
 (  blog -  email exchange  -  social media -    tablet computer -  whiteboard ) 

 

281. Record interviews with people.                                     ---------------------- 

282. Share information with students in another country.     ------------------------ 

283. Watch educational programs in class.                         ---------------------- 

284. Ask another student to check your homework.             ---------------------- 

285. Write an online diary.                                                    ---------------------- 
 

viable   -  alien  -  conventional  -  sceptical  -  complementary  

286. I don’t really believe that story – I’m very ------------------------------ . 

287. Doctors often treat infections with antibiotics; that is the ---------------------------------- approach.  

288. Medicines that are not the normal, traditionally accepted treatments are known as ------------------------------ . 

289. Another way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is ------------------------- . 

290. If something seems very strange, we sometimes say it is ---------------------------------- . 
 ( calculations   -  astronomers -   symptoms  -   disabilities   ) 

 

291. If you don't feel well, you should describe your -------------------- to the doctor.  



 
292. A telescope enables --------------------- to observe the stars. 

293. It's often impossible for people with ---------------------- to climb stairs. 

294. In our Maths exam , we have to write down our ------------------- as well as the answers.   
 

helmet – inspire – monitor – reputation – risk – seat built – self-confidence – tiny – waterproof 
 

295. You can wear your watch when you go swimming if it's ----------------------------.  

296. It's amazing how huge trees grow from -------------------------- seeds.  

297. The Olympic Games often --------------------- young people to take up a sport. 

298. Please hurry up. Let's not --------------------- missing the bus.  

299. You must always wear a ------------------------ in a car, whether you are the driver or a passenger.  

300. When my grandfather had a heart attack, the doctors attached a special --------------- to the chest.  

301. It's important to encourage young people and help them develop ------------------------. 

302. Petra has a ---------------------- as a fascinating place to visit.   
Philosopher  –  arithmetic  –  Polymath  –  chemist  –  geometry  –  Mathematician  –  physician 

 

303. My father teaches Maths. He's a --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

304 You must not take in medicine without consulting a -------------------------------------------------- 

305 We learn about shapes, lines and angles when we study ---------------------------------------------- 

306 Mr Shahin is a true , working in all kinds of creative and scientific fields-------------------------- 

307 Ramzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in -------------------- 

308 A is someone who thinks and writes about the meaning of life---------------------------------------  
Public transport  -  Urban planning  -  Negative effect  -  Economic growth  -  Carbon footprint  -  Biological waste 

 

309. When people talk about _____________________, they can mean either an improvement in the average              

         standard of living, or an increase in the value of a country’s products.  

310. Pollution has some serious __________ on the environment, such as the death of wildlife and plant life.  

311. We can all work hard to reduce our ______________ by living a more environmentally-friendly lifestyle.  

312. If we take _________ more often, there will be fewer cars on the roads, which will result in cleaner air in our cities. 

313. Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of __________ , and it should be carefully managed because it can be dangerous. 

314. The need for more effective ___________ is evident when we consider modern day problems like traffic.  
benefit  –  farms  –  footprint  – free  –  friendly  –  neutral  –  pedestrian  –  power  –  renewable  –  waste 

 

315. In hot countries, solar------------------------- is an important source of energy.  

316. Green projects are environmentally ------------------------ 

317. Wind -------------------------- are an example of --------------------------------------- energy.  

318. If a city recycles everything and doesn't throw anything away, it is zero ----------------------  

319. We burn carbon whenever we use oil, coal or gas. This is known as our carbon ---------------------- 

320. If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon----------------------------. 

321. A place where no cars are allowed is a car ---------------zone, and it is -------------------- friendly.  
 ( sustainability   -  apparatus -   physician  -   mortality   -  prosthetic ) 

 

322. After our science lesson in the laboratory, we always help the teacher to put the ----------------- away.  

323. The nature reserve uses recycled water, which help the -------------------- of the environment.  

324. Athletes with ------------------- legs can take part in the Paralympics.  

325. Professor Badari, aged 67, is the hospital's leading --------------------- specializing in cancer care.  

compulsory   -   contradictory  -   developed nation   -   tuition   -   optional   -   fluently 
  

 

  

 -------------------------------------.  is a country that is economically and socially advanced wealthy countryA . 326 
 -------------------------------------?                                                          e to doa subject that you havIs Maths . 327 
 -------------------------------------        .your choiceIt's  –You don't have to stay after school for the chess club . 328 
 -------------------------------------?                                                    at the weekend ssonsleDo you have Music . 329 

-------------------------------------.                              on different sides of the argumentThose statements are . 330 
331. In Jordan , pre-school and kindergarten is optional, while basic education is free and -----------------------------------------.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

proficiency   -increasingly       -prospects    -global       -lifelong       -Abroad   
 

332. If you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job --------------------- are better than if 

333. you do a more general degree. However, language ---------------------- is becoming -------------------  

334. important for anyone who wants to travel or work ----------------------- for a large --------------------- 

company or organisation . Remember, it is never too late to study or change career direction.            

Studying is a ---------------- activity- you're never too old to start.  

Law Physics History Fine Arts Linguistics Banking and Finance 
 

335. You should study ------------------- if you are interested in learning about the legal system.  
 

336. Studying --------------------- lets me focus on my love of language in an analytical way.  
 

337. Maths has always been my strongest subject, and I feel that by studying --------------------- I can use my strength 

to     solve practical problems.  
 

338. ---------------------- is a subject that I've always been interested in. Learning about modern and  ancient                 

        civilization is fascinating.  
 

339. Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study a subject with a clear career   

        path, so I chose -------------. After I graduate, I want to begin a career in investment. 
 ( circulation  -  memory  -  concentration  -   beneficial  -  diet  -   dehydration  -   nutrition ) 

 
 

340.  I used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier  -----------------------------. 

341.  It’s----------------------------  to take regular breaks when revising. 
 

342.  It’s important to drink a lot of water in order to avoid------------------------------------. 
 

343.  Don’t sit still for too long – move around frequently to increase your-------------------------------. 
 

344.  Zainab listens to music while she’s working. It helps her-------------------------------. 
 

345.  Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing-----------------------------.  
                                              ( academic  -  undergraduate  -  postgraduate  -   vocational ) 

 

 

346.  After Naser completes his first degree, he's hoping to do a ------------------------ degree.  

347.  Mariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in ------------ subjects like History, Arabic and Maths.  

348.  My brother has just left school. Now he's a university ----------------------------.  

349.  My cousin is an electrician. Instead of going to university, he did a ------------- course at a local training college. 

 
  

( compromise       -      conflict     -       negotiate     -     patient     -     prepared    -   previous    -   track record ) 
 

 

350. When you talk about business and try to do a deal, you _____________. 

351. When you are ready for something, you are _____________ for it. 

352. When you can prove that you have experience, you have a _____________. 

353. When two sides disagree and argue, there is _____________. 

354. When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to__________.  

355. When you stay calm and take your time, you are being _____________. 
 

                ( monitor       -      conscientious     -       make     -     linguistics     -     contradictory    -   tuition    ) 2019 
 

 

356. Dr. Zaid explains the ---------------------- views of the study to his students. 

357. Studying -------------------- lets me focus on my love of language in analytical way.  

358. The doctor attached a special ----------------------- to the patient’s chest.  

359. Khalid is a ---------------------- worker and he is very enthusiastic person.  
360. If you send money to charity, you will ------------------------- a difference to a lot of lives. 

                ( urban       -      undergraduate    -       social     -     red-handed     -     prosthetic    -   keen    )         2019 
 

361. The need for more effective --------------- is evident when we consider modern day problems like traffic. 

362. Scientists have successfully invented a ---------------- hand with a sense of touch.  

363. My brother has just left school. Now he’s a university ------------------------ . 

364. Students can use ----------------- media on their computers to help them with their studies.  
365. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught ------------------------- . 

 

366. When Omar gave a speech, the class looked at ------------------- in admiration.                                                      
                                                                        ( he , his , him , them ) 

 

367. My computer isn't working. Can you have a look at ------------------------ .                                                

                                                                                   ( him  ,  her  , it  , them ) 



 
. ---------------- rhetorical device used in this sentence is humans . The likeSome robots will look and sound very . 367 

        ( simile     / metaphor   /   onomatopoeia  /  personification ) 
.---- isof technology. The rhetorical device used in this sentence  humand  buzzEverywhere we go we will hear the constant . 368 

        ( simile     / metaphor   /   onomatopoeia  /  personification ) 
369. Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up, eat and sleep. 
         The rhetorical device used in this sentence is -----------------------------------------------. 
        ( simile     / metaphor   /   onomatopoeia  /  personification ) 

370. We always begin a letter with -----------------------, whether it is formal or informal. 
                 (  Dear [name]    /  Hello (name)     / Hi  /   Best wishes ) 

 

371. Congratulations ! Not many people ------------------------ such high marks .  
                 (  achieve     /  achievement   / achievable) 

372. I am late for the school today. I went to bed last night. If only ---------------------------------------------------- 
         a. I were going to bed earlier last night.  

         b. I go to bed earlier last night.  

         c. I had gone to bed earlier last night.  

         d. I am going to bed earlier last night.  

 

373. Anwar wasn’t very well qualified -------------------------but had a lot of experience.  
         ( academical  - academic  - academy  - academically ) 

 

374. A healthy ------------------- creates a body resistant to disease . 
         ( rewarding   - patient   - history   - diet ) 

 

375. Do you speak English ?  Rami asked me ---------------------------------------------------------- 
         a. If I have spoken English. 

           b. If I has spoken English. 

         c. If I speak English . 

         d. If I spoke English.  

 

376. When I met my teacher , I shook ----------------- with him gently.  
         ( hands   -   talk    -  a joke    -   a deal ) 

 

377. Solving puzzles is believed  -------------------- the brain active.  
         ( keeping  -  was keeping  -  kept  -  to keep ) 

 

378. If you want to be ------------------, you need to get a good education . 
         ( successful   -  success  -  succeed  -  successfully ) 

 

379. If you send money to charity ----------- you will make a difference to a lot of lives. 
         ( !    /    .     /    ,    /     ?  ) 

 

380. In business -------------- when you meet someone for the first time -------------- it’s polite to shake hands.  
         (   !  /  ,       -      ,  /  ,          -        ?  /  .     -       .  /  ,       ) 

 

381. It used to be thought that ---------------------------------------------- . 
         a. The earth be flat . 

         b. The earth is flat . 

         c. The earth were flat . 

         d. The earth was flat . 

 

382. I wish I --------------- more time in the office.  
         ( spent     -  had spent    -  spend     -     was spending  ) 

 

383. The cookies don’t taste as good as they look .  The cookies ------------------------- they look .  
         ( taste worse than   -    taste bad     -     taste better than    -   taste good  ) 

 

384. When you are tired , it’s easy to lose your ---------------------------------- .   
         ( concentration  -  concentrate  -  concentrative   -   concentrated  ) 

 

385. When you are tired , it’s easy to lose your ---------------------------------- .   
         ( concentration  -  concentrate  -  concentrative   -   concentrated  ) 
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:  Choose the correct answer 
 

1. Have you heard the good news ? We've -------------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 

) a white elephant     -out of the blue          -handed        -red      -     the green light     -feel a bit blue         -see red      (      
 

 

2. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught --------------------------------- .  
 

) a white elephant     -out of the blue          -        handed-red      -the green light          -feel a bit blue         -see red      (      
 

3. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------.  
 

) a white elephant     -     out of the blue     -handed        -red      -the green light          -feel a bit blue         -see red      (      
 

4. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------.  
 

) a white elephant -out of the blue          -handed        -red      -the green light          -feel a bit blue         -see red      (      
 

5. It's normal to ----------------------------- from time to time .  
 

) a white elephant     -out of the blue          -handed        -red      -the green light          -    feel a bit blue     -sadness      (      
 

6. When you ------------------------------ , your blood pressure is raised.  

) a white elephant     -out of the blue          -handed        -red      -the green light          -anger         -      see red(      
 

7. Have you heard the good news ? We've got the --------------------------to go ahead with our project ! 

) in the act of doing something wrong   -a useless possession      -unexpectedly       -    permission   -   become sad   -become angry    (      
 

 

8. Luckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught --------------------------------- .  
 

) doing something wrong   -a useless possession      -unexpectedly       -ion    permiss   -become sad      -become angry    (      
 

9. I was shocked when I heard the news. It came completely ----------------------------.  
 

) in the act of doing something wrong   -useless possession    a   -    unexpectedly   -permission       -become sad      -become angry    (      
 

10. Nobody goes to the new private sports club. The building is a ---------------------------.  
 

) in the act of doing something wrong   -    sionuseless posses  -unexpectedly       -permission       -become sad      -become angry    (      
 

11. It's normal to ----------------------------- from time to time .  
 

) ngin the act of doing something wro   -a useless possession      -unexpectedly       -permission       -   become sad   -angry    (      
 

12. When you ------------------------------ , your blood pressure is raised.  

) in the act of doing something wrong   -a useless possession      -unexpectedly       -permission       -sad      -    become angry(       
 

13. I'm too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think that I'll --------------------------- at the last moment. 
 

)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -keep your chin up     -play it by ear      -   get cold feet  -get it off your chest   (  
 

14. If you've got a problem, talk to someone about it. It helps to --------------------------- .  
 

)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -keep your chin up     -play it by ear      -get cold feet     -   get it off your chest(  
 

15. I don't think I would be a very good accountant. I don't really ----------------------------.  
 

)  put my back into it -   have a head for figures  -keep your chin up     -play it by ear      -get cold feet     -get it off your chest   (  
 

16. -------------------------------! I'm sure everything will be fine in the end.  
 

)  Put my back into it -Have a head for figures     -   Keep your chin up  -Play it by ear      -Get cold feet     -Get it off your chest   (  
 

17. I'm not sure if it'll be warm enough to have a barbecue. We'll have to -------------------------------------.  
 

)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -keep your chin up     -   play it by ear   -get cold feet     -get it off your chest   (  
 

18. Even if things have been difficult for you, always ------------------------, everything will be normal soon.  
)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -   keep your chin up  -play it by ear      -get cold feet     -get it off your chest   (  

 

19. Studying English is too difficult. I will ---------------------------- to get top grades.  
)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -keep your chin up     -play it by ear      -get cold feet     -get it off your chest   (  

 

                   . minute lose his confidence at the lastMajed is too nervous to do a parachute jump. I think he will . 20 
     

. Choose the correct body idiom to replace the underlined phrase     
)  put my back into it -have a head for figures     -keep your chin up     -play it by ear      -   get cold feet  -get it off your chest   (  

 
 

 

21. Brilliant students always ----------------------------- their teachers' attention with their remarkable answers.  
 

)   get   -spend      -take         -  catch  -   attend(        

 

22. Fatima plans to ------------------------------ several courses on prosthetic with specialized people.  
)   get   -spend      -take         -  catch  -   attend(        

 

23. Choose the appropriate collocation to replace the underlined misused verb : 
                                                         .                             time learning foreign languages attendI like to     

)   get   -  spend    -take         -  catch  -   attend(        

 
 



 
24.  If you want to lose weight, you should ----------------------------------------- everyday.  

 )  draw up a timetable  -make a difference    -make a start    -take a break    -  ectdo a subj  -   do exercise(        
 

25.  The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done everything yet. You really must --------------------------- .  
       )  draw up a timetable  -make a difference    -  make a start  -eak  take a br  -  do a subject  -do exercise   (         

 

26.  If you send money to charity, you will ------------------------------------ to a lot of lives.  
   )  draw up a timetable  -  ake a differencem  -make a start    -take a break    -  do a subject  -do exercise   (        

 

27.  You look tired. Why don't you -------------------------------------------- ?  
 )  draw up a timetable  -make a difference    -make a start    -  take a break  -  do a subject  -do exercise   (       

 

28. I need to organize my time better. I think I'll ------------------------------------------.  
 )  draw up a timetable  -make a difference    -make a start    -take a break    -  do a subject  -do exercise   (       

 

29. Taha's organized participation in the seminar ------------------------------------- and activates everyone there.      

 )  draw up a timetable  -  makes a difference  -make a start    -take a break    -  do a subject  -do exercise   (      
 

.                                                                 to a lot of lives rcisedo exeIf you send money to a charity, you will . 30 
    Replace the underlined misused collocation in the following sentence with the correct one :  

 )  draw up a timetable  -  make a difference  -  make a start  -take a break    -  do a subject  -do exercise   (      
 

31.  If you want to lose weight, you should ----------------------------------------- everyday.  
   )  write a schedule  -change something    -begin    -relax    -  study  -   keep fit(          

 

32.  The deadline is tomorrow, and you haven't done everything yet. You really must --------------------------- .  
 )  write a schedule  -change something    -  begin  -relax    -  study  -keep fit   (             

 

33.  If you send money to charity, you will ------------------------------------ to a lot of lives.  
 )  write a schedule  -  change something  -begin    -relax    -  study  -keep fit   (             

 

34.  You look tired. Why don't you -------------------------------------------- ?  
 )  write a schedule  -change something    -begin    -  relax  -  tudys  -keep fit   (      

 

35. I need to organize my time better. I think I'll ------------------------------------------.  
 )  write a schedule  -change something    -begin    -relax    -  study  -keep fit   (      

 

36. Taha's organized participation in the seminar ------------------------------------- and activates everyone there.      

 )  write a schedule  -  something schange  -begin    -relax    -  study  -keep fit   (      
 

.                                                                 to a lot of lives do exercisey, you will If you send money to a charit .37 
    Replace the underlined misused collocation in the following sentence with the correct word or phrase :  

 )  write a schedule  -  change something  -begin    -relax    -  study  -keep fit   (      
 

38. Be very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to -------------------. 
 )  e small talkmak –cause offense   -join /company    -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -   make a mistake(      

 

39. If you are polite, you won’t ----------------------------or upset anybody. 
) make small talk – cause offense  -join /company    -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -make a mistake   (  

 

40. Before the serious discussion starts, we always  ------------------------- ; it’s often about the weather! 
) make small talk –cause offense   -join /company    -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -make a mistake   (  

 

41. Nasser has applied to ---------------------- the-------------------------- where his father works. 
) make small talk –cause offense   -  join /company  -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -make a mistake   (  

 

42. In business, when you meet someone for the first time, it’s polite to------------------------------. 
) make small talk –cause offense   -join /company    -earn / respect    -  shake hands  -  ask questions  -make a mistake   (  

 

43. After the talk, there will be a chance for you to-------------------------------- about anything you don’t understand. 
) make small talk –cause offense   -join /company    -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -make a mistake   (  

 

44. By working hard, you will------------------------ the ----------------------------of your boss. 
) make small talk –cause offense   -join /company    -  earn / respect  -shake hands    -  ask questions  -make a mistake    ( 

 

-------------------------------. shake handsBe very careful when you answer the questions, and try not to . 45 
   Replace the underlined misused collocation with the correct one.  

 

) make small talk –cause offense   -join /company    -earn / respect    -shake hands    -  ask questions  -   make a mistake(   

 

46 . Tell me about the novel you’re reading. Where does the story -------------------------------------- ?  
) get started   –meet up      –look around       –settle down       –     take place     –wake up    (         

 

47.  I’m sorry I’m late. I didn’t ---------------------------- early enough.  
) get started   –meet up      –look around       –settle down       –ace     take pl     –    wake up(         

 

 



 
48.  When I graduate from university, I would like to buy a house and ----------------------------.  

) get started   –meet up      –d   look aroun    –    settle down   –take place          –wake up    (         
 

49.  If you’re free at the weekend, let’s ------------------------- and go shopping together.  
) get started   –   meet up   –look around       –settle down       –take place          –wake up    (         

 

50.  I’ve never visited that museum. I’d like to go in and --------------------------- .  
  ) get started   –meet up      –   look around    –settle down       –take place          –wake up    (         

 

51.  I’ve got a lot of homework, so I think I should ----------------------------  right now! 
) get started   –meet up      –look around       –settle down       –take place          –wake up    (         

 

52.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “give your ideas to others” is -------------------------------.  
) send photos  –talk to people     –contribute to a website     –   share ideas   –compare ideas      –create a website   (         

 

53.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ make a new website ” is -------------------------------.  
) send photos  –talk to people     –contribute to a website     –share ideas      –compare ideas      –   websitecreate a (         

 

54.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ make a new website ” is -------------------------------.  
) send photos  –talk to people     –contribute to a website     –share ideas      –mpare ideas   co   –   create a website(         

 

55.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ an informal discussion ” is -------------------------------.  
) send photos  –   talk to people  –contribute to a website     –share ideas      –  compare ideas    –create a website   (         

 

56.  The phrase which have the same meaning as “ post photos to someone ” is -------------------------------.  
) send photos  –talk to people     –contribute to a website     –ideas   share    –compare ideas      –create a website   (         

 

----- is “Therefore”The function of using we will save energy.  Therefore,Lights will go on and off automatically. . 57 
) simile -stress    –conclusion     –mmendation  reco   –addition      –contrast      –   consequence(         

 

----- is “Despite”The function of using the recent advances in technology, it is still unreliable and very inconvenient.  Despite. 58 
) simile -stress   –conclusion     –dation  recommen   –continuation      –   opposition   –consequence   (         

 

----- is “However”The function of using their computers sometimes fail .  However,Driverless cars  automatically avoid crashes. . 59 
) simile   -stress    –conclusion     –  recommendation   –continuation      –   opposition   –consequence   (         

 

60. Treatment and medicines will taste as delicious as real food. The function of using ( as ….. as ) is ---------------- 

) simile -stress     –n   conclusio  –recommendation     –continuation      –opposition      –consequence   (         
 

  --------- The function isthe "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy.  Although. 61 
) simile -ss  stre  –conclusion     –recommendation     –addition      –   contrast   –consequence   (         

 

.  --------------------------- which is used in the sentence is rhetorical deviceThe  will be at your fingers.  The world . 62 

)   metaphor   –onomatopoeia      –personification  (              
 

63. Do you mind telling me why the train is late ? The function of the indirect question in this sentence is ---------------------- 

c. To express wishes about the present                        a. To ask questions in a polite, formal way      
      b. To express regrets about the past                                 d. To make comparison 

 

---------------------- The function of using “wish”  in this sentence is .more work for my exam had donewish I  I .64 

     a. To ask questions in a polite, formal way                        c. To express wishes about the present 
d. To make comparison                                 b. To express regrets about the past       

 

65. I wish I knew the answer.   The function of using “wish”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

c. To express wishes about the present                        rmal waya. To ask questions in a polite, fo      
      b. To express regrets about the past                                 d. To make comparison 
      

66. I play tennis everyday.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

. talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future c. To                        .To talk about something that is true in the present.  a      
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 
  

67. The Earth circles the sun.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
d. To describe something temporary                                                           general truth b. To talk about       

      

68. The Earth circles the sun.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

     a . To talk about something that is true in the present.                        c. To talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future . 
d. To describe something temporary                                                           general truth b. To talk about       

 

69. The train leaves tonight at 6 pm.   The function of using “the Present Simple ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

. talk about scheduled or fixed events in the future c. To                    .    ue in the presentTo talk about something that is tr.  a      
      b. To talk about general truth                                                           d. To describe something temporary 

 

70. We are used to the traffic.    The function of using “be used to ”  in this sentence is ---------------------- 

  .To describe things that are familiar or customary .c                                                                   To describe past habits.  a      
      b. To express spontaneous decision                                                 d. To emphasize certain pieces of information .     

 



 
 )production -ctive produ -(produce                             olive oil. of  --------------------------- theThe Middle East is famous for . 71 

 

 

 medically)  -  medical  -textbooks.                                                                  (medicine   -------------------------Ibn Sina wrote . 72 
 

 

 ) ninth –(nine                                               . century ---------------------- theFihri was born in -Fatima al. 73 
 
 

 )inheritance -inherited  –(inherit           from his grandfather.  ---------------------------- anMy father bought our house with . 74 
 
 

 originally ) – original –(origin from the twelfth century.  mentdocu ------- ------------------- anScholars have discovered . 75 
 

 

 invent ) -invented  – invention(ever?              ------------------------------- antDo you think the wheel was the most import. 76 
 

 

 discoverer ) – discoveries –(discover .                         ------------------------------ laKindi made many important mathematic-Al. 77 
 

 

  ) influential –influent  –(influence of the twentieth century?                        writer -------------------------- mostWho was the . 78 
 

 

 )  originally –original  –( origin                                                            minaret. a -----------------------  wasalda Tower The Gir. 79 
 

 

       discoverer ) – discovery –(discover                                                         oil made some countries rich.  of---------------------- The. 80 
 

 

 productive) -production  – produce( rugs. ---- ---------- toSheep’s wool, and goat and camel hair are used by Bedouin tribes . 81 
 
 

)weaving -weaver  –(weave                                            .  -------------------------- ofThere is a particular Bedouin style . 82 
 

. attract ) – attractive –(attraction .          --------------- find veryThere is a particular Bedouin style of weaving that buyers . 83 
 

 

)operations(operational   / operate    / were designed by Arab scholars.  ------------in ay Many instruments that are still tod. 84 
 

 

/ expectedly        / expectancy)           expect(         -    to receive your test results?  -------------------------- do youWhen . 85 
 

educationally  )  -educational    -  education  -( educate  .--------- goodmportant things that we give children is a One of the most i. 86 
 

)successfully   -successful    -  succeed  -( success  .                ------------------------- willIf you work hard, I'm sure you . 87 
 

organised )  -  organization  -( organize  that helps to protect the environment.       ----------- anMy father works for . 88 
 

              advisable)  -  advice  -(advise                         ------------------- goodWe should always be ready to listen to  .89 
 

   ) nutrients  -nutrition    -(nutritious                     such as oils and fats.  ------------------------useful Nuts contain  .90 
 

 

 dehydrated ) - dehydration  -( dehydrate              .  -------------------------- ofIn hot weather our bodies are in danger . 91 
 

 

 concentrated  ) – concentrate  -( concentration  .                                -----------------------must Don't talk to the driver. He . 92 
 

  circulated ) - circulate  -( circulation               round the body  ?  ------------------------- does bloodHow quickly . 93 
 

 

94.  Children often ------------------------ computers better than their parents.                                        

 )   uses     -     use      -     are using     -used    (          
 

95. She --------------------------- tennis everyday. 
don't play -d      c. isn't play              doesn't play -b      a. aren’t play      

96. Every twelve months, the Earth ---------------------- around the sun. 
has circled -d                                                 circles -c                                   circled -circle                                 b -a     

96. The train ------------------- tonight at 6.00 pm. 
 leaves -de living                                      will b -will leave                               c -is going to leave               b -a      

96. He never ---------------------- his wallet.  
has forgotten -d                                                forgets -cforgot                                     -forget                                   b -a  

97. ------------------------- Salem visit Ali everyday ? 
 Does -dIs                                                         -Did                                        c -Do                                          b -a 

98. We ------------------- always listen to music.  
 haven't -aren’t                                                 d -doesn't                                   c -b                                     don't -a 

99. I ----------------------- the present continuous now. 
have studied -d                                      am studying -cstudying                                 -y                                     bstud -a 

100. She comes from Ajloun. She ----------------- with her friend in Amman for a week. She will return to Ajloun in the Spring. 
will stay -stayed                                                d -c                               is staying -bstay                                        -a 

101. You are always ---------------------------- your keys.  
 will lose -d                                                 losing -clost                                         -b                                 lose        -a 

102. I ----------------------- my father tomorrow.  
 will be meeting -d                                       am meeting -c                                    meet   -will meet                               b -a 

103. They have --------------------- the law.  
broken -d                                          breaking  -break                                     c -broke                                    b -a 

104. I ------------------------- my driving test , so I can borrow his car next week. 
will pass -d              have been passing               -passed                                   c -b                          have passed -a 

105. She ----------------------- lunch today.  
will have -d                                             has had -chas                                         -had                                        b -a 

106. We ----------------------- Sami this week.  
see -had seen                                           d -c                              have seen -bsaw                                         -a 

107. She ---------------------- for two hours.  
has been talking -dwill talk                                                     -talked                                           c -b                has talked                    -a 

108. The police ------------------------ people all week. 
have interviewed -will interview                                          d -c              have been interviewing -b interviewed                                 -a 

109. I ------------------------ a movie yesterday. 
have been seen -see                                                    d -c  have seen                             -b                                        saw -a 

110. I always ----------------------- every morning when I was a student. 
was exercising -d                                    exercising     -c                               exercised -bexercise                                  -a 

 



 
111. I --------------------- French when I was a child.  

edstudi -dhave studied                                      -study                                    c -was studying                         b -a 

112. I --------------------------- TV when she called 

have watched -were watching                                  d -watched                               c -b                        was watching -a 

113. While she ----------------------------- a letter the phone rang. 

was writing -dhad written                                        -has written                          c -wrote                                     b -a 

114. I ------------------------- TV yesterday in the evening.  

have watched -were watching                                  d -watched                               c -b                        was watching -a 

115. By the time Alex ---------------------- his studies, he had been in London for over eight years.  

finished -dwas finishing                                      -has finished                         c -b              finishing                   -a 

116. By 1860, two men --------------------------- climbing two mountains.  

finished -d                                      had finished -c                has finished         -will have finished                  b -a 

117. By the time the bus arrived, we ----------------------------- for an hour.  

waited -d                                dwill have waite -c               had been waiting -bhad waited                              -a 

118. After Ali ------------------------ at home for 10 hours, he went to his uncle's house. 

had been -d                 was                                    -has been                              c -had been being                      b -a 

119. The year 2029 -------------------------- a very interesting year. 

will be -dhad been                                            -has been                             c -will                                          b -a 

120. A: the phone is ringing.      B: I ---------------------- answer it .  

answered -answer                                               d -will be                                c -b                                          will -a 
121. She ------------------- probably come back tomorrow.  

will -dhas                                                     -will be                                 c -is                                             b -a 

122. I think Brazil ------------------------  the World Cup.  

will win -dis going to win                                  -won                                     c -have won                                b -a 

123. He ---------------------------- his vacation in Aqaba. 

spending -had spent                                        d -c                is going to spend -bwill spend                                -a 

124. The clouds are dark. It -------------------------- any minute.  

rain -d                                is going to rain -crained                                 -rains                                        b -a 

125. Salma ----------------------------- a new baby.  

is going to had -d                                is going to have -cwill have                             -will                                          b -a 

126. She said that she ------------------------ to the National gallery the week before.  

gone -d                     had gone -cwill go                        -went                             b -a 

127. He said he ---------------------- a teacher. 
was -dwill be                           -has been                  c -is                                  b -a 

 

128. Am introductory grammar of Jordanian sign language --------------------------- in 2004. 
publishing -had been published   d -c         blishedwas pu -bpublished                      -a 

 

129. At the moment , a lot of research into the language ---------------------------. 
were done -had been done            d -c           is being done -bwas done                       -a 

 

130. The television --------------------------- by John loggie Baird.  
will be invented -is invented                  d -c           was invented -binvented                        -a 

 

131. A place where no cars ------------------------- is a car free zone.  
was allowed -allowed                        d -is allowed                c -b                  wedare allo -a 

132. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  
is built -d             builthas been  -cwas built                   -built                             b -a 

133. Different goods among the countries can be ------------------------ by traders.  
transports -d                transported -ctransport                   -transporting               b -a 

134. If you boil water, it --------------------------- .  
evaporates -dwould evaporate         -evaporate                 c -will evaportae             b -a 

 

135. If Sami studies hard, he ------------------------- all his exams.  
would pass -d                       will pass -c      passes                 -pass                              b -a 

 

136. If I ------------------------- you, I would send a text message .  
had -am                                 d -c                        were -bwas                                -a 

 

137. I had my computer --------------------------.  
fixed -dfixing                             -fixes                         c -fix                                b -a 

138. I intend ---------------------- English language.  
learning -d                         to learn -c                      learns -learn                            b -a 

139. I want --------------------- a tablet.  
get -will get                          d -getting                     c -b                           to get -a 

140. I can't afford ------------------------ a computer at the moment.  
going to buy -must buy                       d -buying                    c -b                          to buy -a 

141. If Ali --------------- his own computer, he wouldn't need to use his friend's computer.  
had -dhad had                          -have                        c -b                               has -a 

142. Many Jordanian poems ------------------------ into English now.  
are translated )(    have been translated -d     are being translated -care translating        -translates                    b -a 

143. Are you planning --------------------- shopping tomorrow ? 
goes -will go                            d -going                       c -b                            to go -a 

 

144. I ----------------------------- understand English, but now I do .                                                        
am not used to -d                   didn't use to -cam used to              -used to                         b -a 

 

145. My grandparents didn't ------------------------------emails when they were my age.    
use to sending -used to send                   d -c             use to send -bused to send                 -a 

 



 
146. We always go to the market across the street, so we ------------------- fresh vegetables.   

use to -used to                           d -are use to                c -b                 are used to -a 
 
 

147. Will it still ----------------------- this evening ? 

be raining -d         have rained           -raining                   c -rain                             b -a 
 

148. Don't phone me at seven. I ----------------------- dinner with my family.  
will have had -am going to have           d -c       will be having -bwill have                      -a 

 
 

149. This time next month, my parents ---------------------- for twenty years. 
marry -are going to marry             d -c      marriedbeen will have  -bwill marry                        -a 

 

150. You can borrow this book tomorrow. I ------------------------ it by then .   
am going to finish -will finish                           d -will be finishing          c -b           will have finished -a 

 
 

151. Perhaps Issa's phone is broken.   Issa's phone might -------------------------.           
be broken -dreak                             b -be broke                c -broke                         b -a 

 

152. ----------------- the "Internet of Things" will make our life easier, it will make many problems to privacy. 
In addition -d                            Although -cHowever                      -Therefore                       b -a 

 

153. On the one hand, life would be easier. ---------------------------, we will have less privacy and security. 
her handOn the ot -dAlthough                              -However                    c -Therefore                       b -a 

 

154. Lights will go on and off automatically. ----------------------------------, we will save energy. 
On the other hand -Although                             d -However                    c -b                       Therefore -a 

 

155. I told you about the man ----------------------- lives next door. 
whose -where                         d -which                       c -b                            who -a 

 

156. Do you see the tiger ----------------------- is lying on the roof ? 
whose -where                         d -c                       which -b              who               -a 

 

157. The city --------------------- we met Ali is very beautiful.  
whose -d                         where -cwhich                        -who                            b -a 

 

158. I live in the city --------------------- is surrounded by many mountains .  
whose -where                         d -c                       which -bwho                             -a 

 

159. I know the minister --------------------- brother is my friend .  
whose -dwhere                          -which                       c -who                            b -a 

 

160. I can't run as ---------------------------as  you . 
the fastest -d      c. faster than    fast -b        a. faster 

161. I haven't got as much homework ------------------- my brother. 
like -d                                           as -cthan                       -so                                     b -a 

162. Do you think Geography is more interesting than History, or --------------------- interesting ? 
less -dmost                                       -much                    c -little                                b -a  

163. I don't like running as --------------------- as I like swimming. 
much -doften                                       -more                     c -many                              b -a  

164. We practice our English as --------------------- as possible . 
much -d                                      often -cmore                      -many                               b -a 

165. My sister doesn't eat as much as I do . She always puts ---------------- on her plate than I do.  
many -much                                    d -c                        less -bmore                                 -a 

166. I didn't enjoy the book. In fact it was the ------------------ interesting story I've ever read . 

most -d                                      least -cmore                      -less                                   b -a 

167. The bus is late. We have to wait a little ------------------------.   
better -d                                   longer -cfaster                     -earlier                              b -a 

168. The ------------------------ thing on the menu is orange juice. 

expensive -d                                cheapest -cleast cheap            -less cheap                        b -a 

169. There isn't as -------------------- information on the website than in the book. 
 few -d                                    much -cmore                       -many                               b -a 

170. Do you mind ------------------------- why the train is late ? 
explained -d                            explaining -cexplains                  -explain                            b -a 

171. Do you know ------------------------- I've passed my exams or not ?   
when -where                                     d -c              whether -bif                                        -a 

172. Do you mind telling me ----------------------- the library is ? 

when -d                                     where -cwhether               -b            if                            -a 
173. Could you explain ----------------------- I can solve this Maths problem ? 

why -d                                        how -cwhether               -if                                      b  -a 
174. Do you know ------------------------- we will know our results ? 

who -if                                                 d -where                       c -b                                     when -a 
175. Could you possibly tell me --------------------- the Arabic teacher is ? 

who -dif                                                   -where                       c -when                                     b -a 
176. Children are -----------------------to be afraid of ghoasts. 

said -dsaying                                     -says                       c -say                                    b -a 
177. When Omar gave a speech, the class looked at ------------------- in admiration.                        

them -d                                        him -chis                          -b                             he          -a 

178. Did you leave Fatima out ? Remember, -------------------- is invited .  

them -d                                         she -c        her                 -he                                      b -a 



 
179. If I were you, I --------------------- study harder 

would -dwould be                                -would have          c -will                                    b -a 

180. Jordanian sign language is the sign language that -----------------------  in Jordan.       
using -use                                       d -c                    is used -bused                                   -a 

 

181. Ali did not pass his exams. If only he --------------- harder last year.    

had studied -dhas studied                           -studies                   c -studied                             b -a 

182. It was too hot to go to the beach yesterday. If only it --------------------- cooler.       
has been -d                              had been -cwas                          -b                                 were -a 

 

183. I feel ill. I wish I ----------------------- so many sweets!       

didn't eat -te                                         da -c          hadn't eaten -bhad eaten                          -a 
 

184. Ziad is not very good at basketball.     He wishes he ------------------------------ taller! 
weren't -d                                      were -cwas                          -is                                       b -a 

185. I can’t do this exercise.   I wish I ----------------------------------------- it.  

understands -understanding                     d -understand           c -b                       understood -a 

186. Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman. If only he ------------- Chinese. 
speaks -had spoken                           d -c                      spoke -bspeak                                 -a 

187. A new vocational school -------------------------- recently in my area.  

is built -d                      has been built -cwas built                 -built                                  b -a 
188. I always have to get home early. I wish my parents ------------------------ me stay out later.                  

will let -d                              would let -cwon't let                  -'s                                   blet -a 

1890. If only I ----------------- lost my ticket!                                                       
weren't -d                                   hadn't -cdidn't                       -b       haven't                       -a 

190. If you -------------to learn a new language, you need to be motivated.  
would want -d     wanted                  -c               want -bwill want                           -a 

 

191. Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he ------------------------ older .  
had -had been                    d -c                were -bwas                                    -a 

192. My cousins don’t live near here. I wish they ----------------------- so far away. 

hadn't been -had been                    d -c            weren't -bwere                                  -a 

193. Would  you like to work ----------------- a teacher in a big school? 

into -d                                as -con                      -b         about                       -a 

194. We need to decide --------------- a place to meet.                
about -at                                d -c                     on -binto                                   -a 

195. Can you translate this Arabic ----------------  English for me, please? 
about -at                                d -on                     c -b                                  into -a 

196. I’d like to talk _____ the film I’ve just seen; it was brilliant!  

about -dat                                 -on                     c -into                                 b -a 
 

197. The teacher asked us ------------------ our favourite books.                                                 
about -dat                                 -on                     c -b                         into         -a 

 

198 . My sister is really good ------------------  drawing and painting.  
about -d                   into           -c                     at -bon                                     -a 

199. Plants die if they ----------------------------- enough sunlight.   
 aren't -doesn't get                 d -didn't get         c -b                         don't get -a 

 

200. Water -------------------- to ice if the temperature falls below zero. 

turns -dturned                         -turning            c -turn                                 b -a 

201. If you get an interview for a job, you --------------to show that you have good listening skills.  
would -will                           d -would need         c -b                        will need -a 

208.   According to Kate’s schedule, she ----------- her business partner next Tuesday.   
g to meetd. is goina.  would be met         b. will be met         c. was going to meet             

209. Nadia ------------- her homework for two hours .  
)                   had been done    –    has been doing     –have been doing         –have done    (    

210. While my father ------------- a book , our neighbour came to visit us .   

)             is being read – was reading –reads  –read  is(     
 

 

211. I was driving to work when the engine ------------------.                        
)  stopped –is stopped  –were stopping  –stops (         

 

212. My uncle ------------- working at the company for five years when he got a promotion.  
)  will be – had been –have been  –is (        

213.  I think humans ---------- to Mars in 2070 .                                  
 ) had been travelled –have travelled  –were going to travel  – will travel(         

214. Look at the black sky. It ----------------------- to rain.   
) goes -was going   -  is going  -go  (        

 

215. In thirty years' time , scientists ------------------ a cure for cancer.   
)   were finding – will have found  -find    -found  (        

 

216.When I was young, I ----------- on foot to my school . 
)    am used to going –use to go  – used to go –are used to going (       



 
217. Rashid ------------- swimming every morning , but now he doesn't.  

) am used to going –use to go  – used to go –are used to going (       
 

 

218. My friend has lived in Egypt for a year. She says she ---------------------- living there now.  
                                   )                                                                     am not used to  -didn’t use to   -used to   -  is used to(      

 

 

219. Ali --------- the duck in the park with his father when he was young.   
                                                                ) are used to feeding  -am used to feeding  -  used to feed -is used to feeding  (      

 

220. I had my new apartment ----------- before my birthday party.  
)  decorates – decorated –decorating  –had decorated (      

221. I had my phone ----------- after I dropped it.                             
)    repairing –repair       –had repaired       –  repaired(      

 

 

222. I want to get a new apartment but I can't afford -------------------- money at the moment.          
)          borrows  -borrowing     -  to borrow  -borrow  (       

223. My friend stopped ---------------------------------- when the teacher came.                                       

) talking  -talks    -to talk    -talk  (        
 

 

 

224. Last night, many students ------------------- in the English club.                

             ) are elected  -  were elected  -was elected  (     
 

225. I am afraid that my laptop ------------------- by somebody else yesterday. 
)                   will use  -are used           -      was used(     

226. Three of my articles ---------- last month in the local newspaper.   
)    were published –will be published  –have been published  –lished have pub(    

227. Many galloons of fresh milk -------------- everyday.            
)                           are drinking –drank   -is drinking     - are drunk(      

228. If one presses the button , the picture ------------------------ .               
)            would move  -  moves  -moved  (      

229. I would have done things differently if I ----------- the manager of the factory.   
) have been –has been   -am    -  had been(      

  

       whose )  -when    -  who  -( which  cleaned the street are from our school.    -----------------udents The st. 230 
 

        who ) -  which  -where    -( when  Huda won last year was for Art .             ---------------------The prize . 231 
 

        ) who -which    -where    -( when  has influenced me most is my father.     --------------------The person . 232 
 

    whom ) -whose    -   which  -( who    sells organic vegetables.       ----------I always go to the supermarket . 233 
 

    ) which -where    -who        -( whose causes a lot of pollution.                      ----------Plastic is the material . 234 
 

235.  How much sleep do teenagers of our age need ?   

       a. Do you know how much sleep do teenagers of our age need ? 

       a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needs ? 

? a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age need        

       a. Do you know how much sleep teenagers of our age needed ? 
 
 

236.  Is it possible to improve your memory ?               

       a. Do you know if is it possible to improve your memory ? 

? a. Do you know if it is possible to improve your memory        

       a. Do you know it is possible to improve your memory ? 

       a. Do you know if it possible to improve your memory ? 
 

 

                  ? thy breakfastCan you suggest a heal.  237 

       a. Do you mind if you can suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

       a. Do you mind if you could suggest a healthy breakfast ? 

? a. Do you mind suggesting a healthy breakfast        

       a. Do you mind if can you suggest a healthy breakfast ? 
 

238. Please help me to plan my revision.                       

       a. Do you mind help me to plan my revision ? 

? a. Do you mind helping me to plan my revision        

       a. Do you mind to help me to plan my revision ? 

       a. Do you mind please help me to plan my revision ? 
 
 

239. Does the exam start at ten or half past ten ?      

       a. Do you know whether the exam start at ten or half past ten ? 

       a. Do you know whether the exam starting at ten or half past ten ? 

? a. Do you know whether the exam starts at ten or half past ten        

       a. Do you know whether the exam will start at ten or half past ten ? 
 

240. Speaking a foreign language, ---------------------- , improves the functionality of your brain.  
 

)    it is claimed –is claimed     –is claim         –claim    (          
 

241. People believe that language learning can also improve your decision-making skills.    

    a. Language learning is believed to can also improve your decision-making skills. 
 

    b. Language learning is believe to improve your decision-making skills. 



 
.making skills-improve your decision c. Language learning is believed to     

    d. Language learning is believe to improve your decision-making skills. 
 

 

 

242. People believe that solving puzzles keeps the brain active.  

        a. Solving puzzles are believed to keep the brain active . 

        b. Solving puzzles is believed to keeps the brain active . 

. c. Solving puzzles is believed to keep the brain active         

        d. Solving puzzles are believed to keeps the brain active . 
 

 

243. Experts have proved that exercise is good for concentration.  

        a. Exercise have proved to be good for concentration . 

        b. Exercise has proved to be good for concentration . 

        c. Exercise have been proved to be good for concentration . 

. d. Exercise has been proved to be good for concentration         
 

244. Scientists proved that making exercise doesn't make people feel sad .   

        a. Making exercise is proved not to make people feel sad.  

 .b. Making exercise was proved not to make people feel sad         

        c. Making exercise are proved not to make people feel sad.  

        d. Making exercise were proved not to make people feel sad.  
 

245. People believe that eating almonds reduces the risk of heart disease .                                                                     

        a. Eating almonds are believed to reduce the risk of heart disease . 

. b. Eating almonds is believed to reduce the risk of heart disease         

        c. Eating almonds is believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 

        d. Eating almonds are believed to reduces the risk of heart disease . 
 

246. Doing regular exercise is believed to reduce the risk of several diseases.                                                             

        a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 

. a. People believe that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease         

        a. People believed that doing regular exercise reduces the risk of several disease . 

        a. People have believed that doing regular exercise reduce the risk of several disease . 
 

247. They assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.                                                                         

        a. It is assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  

 .a. It was assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success         

        a. It has been assumed that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  

        a. It is assume that the last Olympic Games were a great success.  
 

248. People believe that the heavy rainfall caused the devastating of the dam.                                                                     

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to caused the devastating of the dam.  

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to cause the devastating of the dam.  

 .The heavy rainfall is believed to have caused the devastating of the dama.           

         a. The heavy rainfall is believed to causes the devastating of the dam. 
 

249. Ali did not pass his exams. If only he ----------------------- harder last year. 

)    hadn’t studied –    had studied –studied         –study    (                               

250. Our flat is very small. If only we ---------------------- in a big house.                                           

)    hadn’t lived –    lived –had lived         –live    (           
 

251. Jaber isn’t old enough to drive a car. He wishes he -------------------------- older.                                

)    weren’t   –isn’t        –     were    –is    (           
252. I regret that I made an accident. I wish I ---------------------  fast. 

)    ivenhadn’t dr –had driven     –didn’t drive         –drove    (           
253. Our team didn’t play very well yesterday.      If only they -------------------------------------------------------  better. 

 

)    hadn’t played   –    had played   –play         –played    (           
 

254. I regret going to bed late last night.  I wish I ----------------------------------------earlier. 
)    didn’t go  –hadn’t gone     –     had gone    –went    (           

                     
 

255. Nader should have been more careful with his essay. He didn’t get a good mark.  Nader wishes he --------------more careful.  

)    hadn’t been –    had been –was         –were    (            
 

256. Ziad is not very good at basketball.  He wishes he --------- taller!     

) /   was   /  are    wereis    /    (               
 

257. I can’t do this exercise.   I wish I --------------- it.                                  

) / understand    /   understanding  /  understands     understood(             
 

258. Mr Haddad does not understand the Chinese businessman.     If only he -------------------- Chinese.   
) /    had spoken   /  speaks    spokespeak     /    (                

 

259. I didn't wake up early and I missed my bus.  I wish I ------------------------ early.                                                
  )/  have waken up   had waken up  wake up   /    wakes up  /  (              

 



 
260. Rami didn’t play basketball very well. He wishes he ------------ a professional player. 

)                                                             had become –become   -will become    -becomes  (        
 

261. I’m sorry I made you angry last night. I wish I ----------- at you.  

)                                     don’t shout –am not shouting   -hasn’t shouted    -  hadn’t shouted(        
 

262. There is less information on the website than in the book.  

.re isn’t as much information on the website as in the booka. The     

    b. There is as much information on the website as in the book. 

    c. There is more information on the website than in the book. 

    d. There isn’t as many information on the website as in the book. 
 

263. The cheapest thing on the menu is orange juice.      

  .a. The least expensive thing on the menu is orange juice     

    b. The most expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   

    c. The less expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   

    d. The more expensive thing on the menu is orange juice.   
 

264. Neither Maths nor Science are as popular as English.   

    a. English is more popular than Maths nor Science. 

    b. English is the most popular.  

.s and Sciencec. English is more popular than Math     

    d. English is less popular than Maths than Science. 
 

265. Jordanian children start school a year later than English children.  

 .a. English children start school a year earlier than Jordanian children      

     b. English children don’t start school a year earlier than Jordanian children.  

     c. English children start school a year later than Jordanian children.  

     d. Jordanian children start school a year earlier than English children.  
 

266. They want to interview as ---------------- candidates as possible for the new position.   
                                                                                                  )  more  -the most    -  many  -much  (        

 

267. I am not interested in football as ---------------------- as you.   
                                                                                                          ) less  -   much  -more    -many  (        

            

 

 ( ailments   -  artificial  -   equipment  -   fund   -  textile ) 
 

.  textileer wants to be a fashion designer and work with My sist. 267 

. that they need equipmentBefore the boys go climbing, they will go to a special shop to buy all the . 268 

. than younger people ailmentsOld people tend to suffer from more . 269 

. our university courses fundve saved enough money to My parents ha. 270 

 ( programs  -  invented  -  developed  - models  - laptop  -  tablet  - mouse  -  decade  -  generation) 
 

.  at the same time programsModern computers can run a lot of . 271 

.            mousehe computer screen using a You can move around t. 272 

.                                     decadeFrom 1990 CE to 2000 CE  was a . 273 

.                                              doesn't need a keyboard tabletA . 274 

  .                    hn Logie Bairdby Jo inventedThe television was first . 275 

 (  smartphone -  laptop  -  model  -    program -  calculation) 
 

. are powerful computers as well as phones smartphonessized, -Although they are pocket. 276 

 .programsMy brother is learning how to write computer . 277 

.  before I decide how much to spend calculationsI need to make a few . 278 

! were as big as bricks modelsMobile phones used to be huge. Early . 279 

.and then put it in my bag laptopI can close the lid of my . 280 
 (  blog -  email exchange  -  social media -    tablet computer -  whiteboard ) 

 

281. Record interviews with people.                                     Tablet computer 

282. Share information with students in another country.     Email exchange 

283. Watch educational programs in class.                         whiteboard 

284. Ask another student to check your homework.             Social media 

285. Write an online diary.                                                    blog 
 

viable   -  alien  -  conventional  -  sceptical  -  complementary  

. scepticalI’m very  –I don’t really believe that story . 286 

. approach conventionalDoctors often treat infections with antibiotics; that is the . 287 

. complementaryMedicines that are not the normal, traditionally accepted treatments are known as . 288 

. viableAnother way of saying that something could be successful is to say it is  .289 

. alienIf something seems very strange, we sometimes say it is . 290 
  

 

 

 

 



 
( calculations   -  astronomers -   symptoms  -   disabilities   ) 

 

. to the doctor symptomsou should describe your If you don't feel well, y. 291 

.to observe the stars astronomersA telescope enables . 292 

.to climb stairs disabilitiesIt's often impossible for people with . 293 

.  the answersas well as  calculationsIn our Maths exam , we have to write down our . 294 
 

helmet – inspire – monitor – reputation – risk – seat belt – self-confidence – tiny – waterproof 
 

. waterproofYou can wear your watch when you go swimming if it's . 295 

. seeds tinyIt's amazing how huge trees grow from . 296 

.young people to take up a sport inspirec Games often The Olympi. 297 

. missing the bus riskPlease hurry up. Let's not . 298 

. in a car, whether you are the driver or a passenger seat beltYou must always wear a . 299 

. to the chest monitorrs attached a special When my grandfather had a heart attack, the docto. 300 

.confidence-selfIt's important to encourage young people and help them develop . 301 

.  as a fascinating place to visit reputationPetra has a . 302 
Philosopher  –  arithmetic  –  Polymath  –  chemist  –  geometry  –  Mathematician  –  physician 

 

.MathematicianMy father teaches Maths. He's a . 303 

.physicianYou must not take in medicine without consulting a  304 

.GeometryWe learn about shapes, lines and angles when we study  305 

working in all kinds of creative and scientific fields,  polymath Mr Shahin is a true 306 

.arithmeticRamzi is very good with numbers and calculations. He always scores high in  307 

308 A is someone who thinks and writes about the meaning of life---------------------------------------  
Public transport  -  Urban planning  -  Negative effect  -  Economic growth  -  Carbon footprint  -  Biological waste 

 

, they can mean either an improvement in the average                       economic growthWhen people talk about . 309

standard of living, or an increase in the value of a country’s products.  

. on the environment, such as the death of wildlife and plant life negative effectsPollution has some serious . 310 

. friendly lifestyle-by living a more environmentally carbon footprintWe can all work hard to reduce our . 311 

.more often, there will be fewer cars on the roads, which will result in cleaner air in our cities public transportIf we take . 312 

.e it can be dangerous, and it should be carefully managed becaus biological wasteHospitals need to dispose of a lot of . 313 

. is evident when we consider modern day problems like traffic urban planningThe need for more effective . 314 
benefit  –  farms  –  footprint  – free  –  friendly  –  neutral  –  pedestrian  –  power  –  renewable  –  waste 

 

. is an important source of energy power hot countries, solar In. 315 

.friendlyGreen projects are environmentally . 316 

. energy renewableare an example of  farmsWind . 317 

. wasteIf a city recycles everything and doesn't throw anything away, it is zero . 318 

.  footprintWe burn carbon whenever we use oil, coal or gas. This is known as our carbon . 319 

.neutral If we replace as much carbon as we burn, we are carbon. 320 

. friendly pedestrianzone, and it is  freeA place where no cars are allowed is a car . 321 
 ( sustainability   -  apparatus -   physician  -   mortality   -  prosthetic ) 

 

. away apparatusAfter our science lesson in the laboratory, we always help the teacher to put the . 322 

. of the environment sustainabilityThe nature reserve uses recycled water, which help the . 323 

. legs can take part in the Paralympics prostheticAthletes with . 324 

. specializing in cancer care physicianProfessor Badari, aged 67, is the hospital's leading . 325 

compulsory   -   contradictory  -   developed nation   -   tuition   -   optional   -   fluently 
  

 

  

developed nationis a country that is economically and socially advanced.   wealthy countryA . 326 
 compulsory?                                                          a subject that you have to doIs Maths . 327 

 optional        .your choiceIt's  –don't have to stay after school for the chess club You . 328 
 tuitionat the weekend ?                                                    lessonsDo you have Music . 329 

contradictory                              .on different sides of the argumentThose statements are . 330 
. compulsoryschool and kindergarten is optional, while basic education is free and -In Jordan , pre. 331 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
proficiency   -increasingly       -prospects    -global       -lifelong       -Abroad   

 

 are better than if prospectsIf you do a degree in Medicine or Law, you will find that your job . 332 
  increasinglyis becoming  proficiencyyou do a more general degree. However, language . 333 

company or organisation .  globallarge for a  abroadimportant for anyone who wants to travel or work . 334

Remember, it is never too late to study or change career direction.             
. you're never too old to start -activity lifelongStudying is a  

Law Physics History Fine Arts Linguistics Banking and Finance 
 

. legal systemif you are interested in learning about the  lawshould study  You .335 
 

. in an analytical way languagelets me focus on my love of  LinguisticsStudying  .336 
 

use my strength to     solve I can  Physicshas always been my strongest subject, and I feel that by studying  Maths .337

practical problems.  
 

ancient                         is a subject that I've always been interested in. Learning about modern and   History .338

civilization is fascinating.  
 

339. Economics and the global market have always interested me, but I wanted to study a subject with a clear career   

.. After I graduate, I want to begin a career in investmentBanking and Financepath, so I chose          
 ( circulation  -  memory  -  concentration  -   beneficial  -  diet  -   dehydration  -   nutrition ) 

 
 

.dietI used to eat too much junk food, but now I have a much healthier  .  340 

.to take regular breaks when revising  beneficial It’s.  341 
 

.dehydration It’s important to drink a lot of water in order to avoid.  342 
 

.circulation move around frequently to increase your –ll for too long Don’t sit sti.  343 
 

.concentration Zainab listens to music while she’s working. It helps her.  344 
 

. memory Adnan never forgets anything! He’s got an amazing.  345 
                                              ( academic  -  undergraduate  -  postgraduate  -   vocational ) 

 

 

. degree postgraduateAfter Naser completes his first degree, he's hoping to do a .  346 

. bic and Mathssubjects like History, Ara academicMariam is an excellent student. She gets top marks in .  347 

. undergraduateMy brother has just left school. Now he's a university .  348 
. course at a local training college vocationalMy cousin is an electrician. Instead of going to university, he did a .  349 

  

( compromise       -      conflict     -       negotiate     -     patient     -     prepared    -   previous    -   track record ) 
 

 

.negotiateWhen you talk about business and try to do a deal, you . 350 

.for it preparedWhen you are ready for something, you are . 351 

.track recordthat you have experience, you have a When you can prove . 352 

.conflictWhen two sides disagree and argue, there is . 353 

. compromise When each side changes their position a little so that they can agree, they have managed to. 354 

.patientr time, you are being When you stay calm and take you .355 
 

                ( monitor       -      conscientious     -       make     -     linguistics     -     contradictory    -   tuition    ) 2019 
 

 

.views of the study to his students contradictoryDr. Zaid explains the . 356 

. lets me focus on my love of language in analytical way LinguisticsStudying  .357 

. to the patient’s chest monitorThe doctor attached a special . 358 

. worker and he is very enthusiastic person conscientiousKhalid is a . 359 
.a difference to a lot of lives makeyou will  If you send money to charity,. 360 

  ( urban planning       -      undergraduate    -       social     -     red-handed     -     prosthetic    -   keen    )               2019 
 

.consider modern day problems like traffic is evident when we urban planningThe need for more effective . 361 

. hand with a sense of touch prostheticScientists have successfully invented a . 362 

. undergraduateMy brother has just left school. Now he’s a university . 363 

. rs to help them with their studiesmedia on their compute socialStudents can use . 364 
. handed-redLuckily, the police arrived and the thief was caught . 365 

 

366. When Omar gave a speech, the class looked at ------------------- in admiration.                                                      
) , them himhe , his , (                                                                          

 

367. My computer isn't working. Can you have a look at ------------------------ .                                                

) , them  ithim  ,  her  , (                                                                                     

 

 



 
. ---------------- humans . The rhetorical device used in this sentence is likeSome robots will look and sound very . 367 

) ersonification/ metaphor   /   onomatopoeia  /  p     simile(          
.---- of technology. The rhetorical device used in this sentence is humand  buzzEverywhere we go we will hear the constant . 368 

) /  personification  onomatopoeiasimile     / metaphor   /   (          
369. Our computers and mobile phones will take care of us, by telling us when to wake up, eat and sleep. 
         The rhetorical device used in this sentence is -----------------------------------------------. 

) personificationsimile     / metaphor   /   onomatopoeia  /  (          

370. We always begin a letter with -----------------------, whether it is formal or informal. 
) /  Hello (name)     / Hi  /   Best wishes    Dear [name](                    

 

371. Congratulations ! Not many people ------------------------ such high marks .  
)achievable/    achievement/       achieve(                    

 

372. I am late for the school today. I went to bed last night. If only ---------------------------------------------------- 
         a. I were going to bed earlier last night.  

         b. I go to bed earlier last night.  

 .c. I had gone to bed earlier last night          

         d. I am going to bed earlier last night.  

 

373. Anwar wasn’t very well qualified -------------------------but had a lot of experience.  
) academically -ademy  ac -academic   -academical  (           

 

374. A healthy ------------------- creates a body resistant to disease . 
) diet -history    -patient    -rewarding   (           

 

375. Do you speak English ?  Rami asked me ---------------------------------------------------------- 
         a. If I have spoken English. 

           b. If I has spoken English. 

         c. If I speak English . 

 .d. If I spoke English          

 

376. When I met my teacher , I shook ----------------- with him gently.  
) a deal   -ke    a jo  -talk       -   hands(           

 

377. Solving puzzles is believed  -------------------- the brain active.  
) to keep  -kept    -was keeping    -keeping  (           

378. If you want to be ------------------, you need to get a good education . 
 

) successfully  -succeed    -success    -   successful(           

379. If you send money to charity ----------- you will make a difference to a lot of lives. 

 
/     ?  )    ,( !    /    .     /              

 

380. In business -------------- when you meet someone for the first time -------------- it’s polite to shake hands.  
)  .  /  ,            -?  /  .             -          ,  /  ,      -!  /  ,         (           

 

381. It used to be thought that ---------------------------------------------- . 
         a. The earth be flat . 

         b. The earth is flat . 

         c. The earth were flat . 

. d. The earth was flat          
 

382. I wish I --------------- more time in the office.  
)  was spending     -  spend     -    had spent  -   spent  (           

 

383. The cookies don’t taste as good as they look .  The cookies ------------------------- they look .  
)  taste good   -taste better than         -taste bad         -   taste worse than(           

 

384. When you are tired , it’s easy to lose your ---------------------------------- .   
)  concentrated   -concentrative     -concentrate    -  concentration(           

 

385. When you are tired , it’s easy to lose your ---------------------------------- .   
)  concentrated   - concentrative    -concentrate    -  concentration(           

 


